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Motivation: Finding an optimal solution to a multiple sequence alignment problem instance for more than two sequences is a hard optimization problem that is prohibitively computationally expensive, even for a few sequences of moderate length.
Consequently, research on multiple sequence alignment has mainly focused on heuristic methods. However, recent advances in solvers for integer linear programming have
made it possible to find exact, optimal solutions to multiple sequence alignment problem instances for several sequences of moderate length.
Results: In this paper, we review existing integer linear programming models for
multiple sequence alignment, and present a new model based on the longest common subsequence problem. While existing models define O(n`2 ) binary variables and
O(n`4 ) constraints to align n sequences of length at most `, our new model defines
O(n`2 ) binary variables and also O(n`) integer variables, but only O(n`2 ) constraints.
This allows for finding an exact solution to the multiple sequence alignment problem
for several sequences of moderate length in a reasonable amount of time on a personal
computer.
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available in an appendix.

1 Introduction

quence alignment plays an essential role and
has many applications in fields such phylogenetics, structural bioinformatics, and comparative and functional genomics. For example, Figure 1 shows a multiple alignment of
14 proteins that are known to bind sugar. A
pairwise alignment might already reveal some
commonalities and differences among the sequences, but the multiple alignment shows that
all the molecules share eight sulfur-containing
cysteines, which are known to form four disulfide bridges [3].

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a popular research area in bioinformatics that consists in arranging more than two biological sequences, usually DNA, RNA, or protein sequences, in such a way that the resulting arrangement can be used to identify regions
of similarity, which may result from functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships
among the sequences. Thus, multiple se-
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Figure 1: A multiple sequence alignment of N-acetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences
highlighting conserved cysteines, adapted from [3].
namic programming takes O(`n ) time, which
comes as no surprise, as multiple sequence
alignment is known to be an NP-hard problem [16]. Therefore, many software tools that
use heuristics have emerged, such as Clustal
Omega [13], MUSCLE [7], and T-Coffee [11],
which do not guarantee an optimal solution to
the multiple sequence alignment problem but
that often produce good enough alignments.

From a computational point of view, multiple sequence alignment is a hard optimization
problem that involves the consideration of all
different possible pairwise alignments in order
to find an optimal one. Given a set S of sequences, a multiple sequence alignment of S
is obtained by inserting gaps (‘-’) to represent
insertions and deletions into the original sequences, such that all resulting sequences are
of the same length and no column consists of
gaps only. Thus, the original sequences can
be recovered by removing all gaps from the
aligned sequences.

However, recent advances in mathematical
methods and software tools for integer linear programming make it possible to find optimal solutions to many interesting problems
that arise in computational biology and bioinformatics. In fact, several problems related to
multiple sequence alignment have already been
studied using integer linear programming models [1, 2, 3, 10]. See [9, 12] for a broader
overview of integer linear programming modGiven n sequences of length at most `, their els in computational biology and bioinformatmultiple alignment using n-dimensional dy- ics.
The most common scoring methods used to
decide where to insert gaps and how to align
the sequences are: sum of pairs (computing all
the costs among all the pairs of amino acids
in the aligned columns), entropy (minimizing
the number of different amino acids in each
aligned column), and consistency (maximizing
the alignment using a list of constraints).
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2 Methods

s j , position p = 1, . . . , |si |, and position q =
1, . . . , |s j |, as follows:
(
We developed two ILP models for the multiple
1, if si [p] = s j [q]
mi, j,p,q =
sequence alignment problem, both of which
0, otherwise
are based on the longest common subsequence
(LCS) problem, a classical computer science
problem that has applications in computational Let us also define a binary variable xi, j,p,q
linguistics, bioinformatics, and many other for each pair of consecutive sequences si and
fields.
s j , position p = 1, . . . , |si |, and position q =
1, . . . , |s j |, where xi, j,p,q = 1 if the symbols si [p]
In particular, in bioinformatics, LCS is used for and s j [q] are part of a longest common subsesequence alignment in comparative genomics, quence, and xi, j,p,q = 0 otherwise. Variables x
for phylogenetic construction and analysis, for encode thus a solution to an LCS problem inrapid search in huge biological sequences, stance, as enforced by the following linear confor compression and efficient storage of the straints:
rapidly expanding genomic data sets, and for
re-sequencing a set of strings given a target
1. Symbols si [p] and s j [q] can be part of a
string, which is an important step in efficient
longest common subsequence (xi, j,p,q =
genome assembly [4].
1) if and only if they are identical
(mi, j,p,q = 1). For i = 1, . . . , n − 1, j =
i + 1, p = 1, . . . , |si |, q = 1, . . . , |s j |,

Given a set S of sequences, each of which is
a string of symbols from a finite alphabet Σ,
an LCS for S is a string of symbols from Σ of
maximum length that is contained as a subsequence in each string S. For example, string
QCGCPCCSGCGDYCCC is a longest common subsequence of the N-acetylglucosaminebinding protein sequences in Figure 2.

xi, j,p,q 6 mi, j,p,q
2. A symbol si [p] can be aligned with at
most one symbol s j [q]. For i = 1, . . . , n −
1, j = i + 1, q = 1, . . . , |s j |,
|si |

∑ xi, j,p,q 6 1

2.1 First ILP Model for Multiple
Sequence Alignment

p=1

3. A symbol s j [q] can be aligned with at
most one symbol si [p]. For i = 1, . . . , n −
1, j = i + 1, p = 1, . . . , |si |,

The starting point towards an ILP model for
multiple sequence alignment is an ILP model
for the longest common subsequence problem,
adapted from [6]. It takes the following input
parameters: n, the number of sequences, and
S = {s1 , . . . , sn }, a set of n sequences.

|s j |

∑ xi, j,p,q 6 1

q=1

4. A symbol si [p] that is aligned with a symbol s j [q] must also be aligned with some

Let us define an additional parameter, mi, j,p,q ,
for each pair of consecutive sequences si and
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symbol sk [r]. For each three consecutive the multiple sequence alignment problem, let
sequences si , s j and sk , with i = 1, . . . , n − us redefine parameter m in terms of nucleotide
or amino acid substitution matrices. While the
2, j = i + 1, k = j + 1,
m parameter only allows for the alignment of
|sk |
identical symbols, the new m parameter will
xi, j,p,q 6 ∑ x j,k,q,r
take values from a given substitution matrix.
r=1
That is,
where p = 1, . . . , |si |, q = 1, . . . , |s j |, and
|si |

x j,k,q,r 6

mi, j,p,q = substitution matrix[si [p], s j [q]]

∑ xi, j,p,q

p=1

where q = 1, . . . , |s j |, r = 1, . . . , |sk |.

Let us also define a gap penalty parameter,
which can be set according to the particular
substitution matrix being used, and that allows
for reducing the number of gaps introduced in a
multiple sequence alignment. For example, in
the case of the Blosum62 amino acid substitution matrix [14], it is usual to set a gap penalty
of −4.

5. The symbols that comprise a solution
must appear in the same order in all the
sequences. This means, there cannot be
“crosses” between these symbols in any
pair of consecutive sequences. For i =
1, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1, p1 , q1 = 1, . . . , |si |,
p2 , q2 = 1, . . . , |s j |,

(p1 > p2 ∧ q1 < q2 ) ∨ (p1 < p2 ∧ q1 > q2 ) The ILP model for multiple sequence alignment defines the same variables xi, j,p,q as the
implies
ILP model for longest common subsequence,
along with all but the first constraint of the ILP
xi, j,p1 ,q1 + xi, j,p2 ,q2 6 1
model for longest common subsequence, and
the goal of this model is to maximize the folThe goal of this ILP model for the longest com- lowing scoring function,
mon subsequence problem is to maximize the
length of the common subsequence. Since the
max ∑ mi, j,p,q xi, j,p,q
symbols of a common subsequence are reprei, j,p,q
sented by one values of the variable x, the ob+ gap ∑ (1 − ∑ xi, j,p,q )
jective function is to maximize its sum over all
q
i, j,p
pairs of consecutive sequences si and s j , posi+ gap ∑ (1 − ∑ xi, j,p,q )
tions p of sequence si , and positions q of sep
i, j,q
quence s j ,
max

∑

xi, j,p,q

where i ranges over 1, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1,
p ranges over 1, . . . , |si |, and q ranges over
1, . . . , |s j |. The first term corresponds to
matches and mismatches, the second term corresponds to gap penalties for insertions, and
In order to extend this first ILP model for the the third term corresponds to gap penalties for
longest common subsequence problem to solve deletions.
i=1,...,n−1
j=i+1
p=1,...,|si |
q=1,...,|s j |
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2.2 Second ILP Model for Multiple
Sequence Alignment

xi,p 6= x j,q . This implication can be turned
into linear constraints using the big-M
method [5]. For i = 1, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1,
p = 1, . . . , |si |, q = 1, . . . , |s j |,

The huge number of constraints in the first ILP
models for longest common subsequence and
multiple sequence alignment, can be significatively reduced by encoding a multiple alignment using integer variables instead of just binary variables.

y1 i, j,p,q + y2 i, j,p,q = 1
x j,q + 0.5 6 xi,p + M (1 − y1 i, j,p,q )
xi,p + 0.5 6 x j,q + M (1 − y2 i, j,p,q )

where y1 and y2 are new binary variables,
The new model for the longest common subfor each pair of consecutive sequences si
sequence problem also takes takes the followand s j , position p of sequence si , and poing input parameters: n, the number of sesition q of sequence s j .
quences, and S = {s1 , . . . , sn }, a set of n sequences. Also, let us define again an additional
parameter, mi, j,p,q , for each pair of consecutive The goal of this new ILP model for the longest
sequences si and s j , position p = 1, . . . , |si |, and common subsequence problem is to minimize
the sum of the positions,
position q = 1, . . . , |s j |, as follows:
(
1, if si [p] = s j [q]
min ∑ xi,p
mi, j,p,q =
i,p
0, otherwise
where i ranges over 1, . . . , n and p ranges over
Let us now define an integer variable xip for 1, . . . , |si |.
each sequence si and position p = 1, . . . , |si |,
where xi,p is the position or column number Notice that this does not guarantee that the
of symbol si [p] in a longest common subse- length of the common subsequence be maxiquence. Thus, the new variables x also encode mized. Nevertheless, this ILP model can be
a solution to an LCS problem instance, as en- easily extended to find an optimal solution to
the multiple sequence alignment problem, as
forced by the following linear constraints:
follows.
1. The symbols that comprise a solution
Let us redefine again the parameter m in terms
must appear in the same order in all the
of nucleotide or amino acid substitution matrisequences. This means, there cannot be
ces:
“crosses” between these symbols in any
pair of consecutive sequences. For i =
mi, j,p,q = substitution matrix[si [p], s j [q]]
1, . . . , n − 1 and p1 , q1 = 1, . . . , |si | − 1,
xi,p 6 xi,p+1 − 1

The new ILP model for multiple sequence
alignment defines the same variables xi,p as
2. Different symbols cannot be aligned at a the new ILP model for longest common subsame postion or column in a longest com- sequence, along with the following linear conmon subsequence. That is, mi, j,p,q = 0 ⇒ straints:
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written in AMPL [8], with a dataset of
14 N-acetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences [3]. We solved these models using
AMPL version 2018.10.22 and Gurobi Optimizer version 8.1.0, on a personal computer
with an Intel Core i7-8550U quad-core processor at 1.80 GHz and 32 GB of memory running
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.

1. The symbols that comprise a solution
must appear in the same order in all the
sequences. This means, there cannot be
“crosses” between these symbols in any
pair of consecutive sequences. For i =
1, . . . , n − 1 and p1 , q1 = 1, . . . , |si | − 1,
xi,p 6 xi,p+1 − 1
2. Variable y encodes a multiple alignment.
That is, yi, j,p,q = 1 ⇔ xi,p = x j,q . This
equivalence can also be turned into linear
constraints using the big-M method [5].
For i = 1, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1, p =
1, . . . , |si |, q = 1, . . . , |s j |,

Some of the parameters that have a strong influence in the solver running time of an ILP
model are: the number of variables, the number of constraints, and the number of non-zeros
in the concrete ILP model being solved. In order to simplify the analysis, let us consider the
MSA of n sequences of length at most `.

x j,q 6 xi,p + M (1 − yi, j,p,q )
xi,p 6 x j,q + M (1 − yi, j,p,q )

The first ILP model for multiple sequence
alignment defines n`2 binary variables and
3n` + 2n`2 + n`4 constraints. The second ILP
model for multiple sequence alignment, on the
other hand, defines n` integer variables and
n`2 binary variables, but only n` + 2n`2 conThe goal of this new ILP model for the mul- straints.
tiple sequence alignment problem is to maxiWith such a large number of constraints, the
mize the scoring function of the alignment,
first ILP model for multiple sequence alignmax ∑ yi, j,p,q mi, j,p,q
ment uses an amount of memory far beyond
i, j,p,q
the possibilities of a personal computer. For
where i ranges over 1, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1, the multiple alignment of 14 sequence fragp ranges over 1, . . . , |si |, and q ranges over ments of length 12, for instance, it defines
1, . . . , |s j |.
294,840 constraints; for sequence fragments
of length 24, it defines 4,662,000 constraints;
Notice that, unlike the first ILP model for and for sequence fragments of length 36, it
multiple sequence alignment, this second ILP defines 23,552,424 constraints. For the Nmodel does not take gap penalties into ac- acetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences
count.
from [3], which are between 41 and 48 amino
acids long, the first ILP model for multiple sequence alignment defines between 39,609,444
and 74,384,352 constraints.
3 Results and Discussion
where y is a new binary variable, for each
pair of consecutive sequences si and s j ,
position p of sequence si , and position q
of sequence s j .

The second ILP model for multiple sequence
We tested our implementation of the two alignment, on the other hand, only defines
ILP models for multiple sequence alignment, 4,200 constraints for the multiple alignment
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-AATAHAQRC----GEQGSNMEC-PNNLCCSQYGYCGMGG--D---YCGKG-----CQNGACYT
-VAATNAQTC----GKQNDGMIC-PHNLCCSQFGYCGLGR--D---YCGTGCQSGAC----CS-VGLVSAQRC----GSQGGGGTC-PALWCCSIWGWC--G---DSEPYCGRT-----CENK-CWS
-AATAQAQRC----GEQGSNMEC-PNNLCCSQYGYC--GMGGD---YCGKG-----CQNGACWT
-AATAQAQRC----GEQGSNMEC-PNNLCCSQYGYC--GMGGD---YCGKG-----CQNGACWT
-------QRC----GEQGSGMEC-PNNLCCSQYGYC--GMGGD---YCGKG-----CQNGACWT
-SETVKSQNC----G-------CAPNL-CCSQFGYC--GST-DA--YCGTG-----CRSGPCRS
--RGSAEQ-C----GRQAGDALC-PGGLCCSSYGWC--GTTVD---YCGIG-----CQSQ-CDG
-AGPAAAQNC----G-------CQPNF-CCSKFGYC--GTT-DA--YCGDG-----CQSGPCRS
-AGPAAAQNC----G-------CQPNV-CCSKFGYC--GTT-DE--YCGDG-----CQSGPCRS
--RGSAEQ-C----GQQAGDALC-PGGLCCSSYGWC--GTTAD---YCGDG-----CQSQ-CDG
--RGSAEQ-CGRQAGDAL----C-PGGLCCSFYGWC--GTTVD---YCGDG-----CQSQ-CDG
TGVAIAEQ-CGRQAGGKL----C-PNNLCCSQWGWC--GST-DE--YCSPDHN---CQSN-CK------EQ-CGRQAGGKL----C-PNNLCCSQYGWC--GSSDD---YCSPSKN---CQSN-CKFigure 2: Longest common subsequence of N-acetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences.
also performed a multiple alignment of these
sequences using three of the most popular
multiple sequence alignment software tools:
Clustal Omega [13], MUSCLE [7], and TCoffee [11], using default parameter values.
The resulting alignments, shown in the Supplementary materials, share with the alignment
obtained with the second ILP model, the fact
that most of the eight sulfur-containing cysteines are correctly aligned (six with Clustal
Omega along 50 columns with 71 indels, eight
with MUSCLE along 50 columns with 71 indels, six with T-Coffee along 59 columns with
197 indels, and five with the second ILP model
along 49 columns with 57 indels).

of 14 sequence fragments of length 12;
16,464 constraints for sequence fragments of
length 24; and 36,792 constraints for sequence fragments of length 36. For the Nacetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences
from [3], the second ILP model for MSA
only defines between 47,642 and 65,184 constraints.
The number of non-zeros in the second ILP
model for multiple sequence alignment are as
follows: 11,540 for 14 sequence fragments of
length 12; 45,572 for sequence fragments of
length 24, and 102,068 for sequence fragment
of length 36. For the N-acetylglucosaminebinding protein sequences from [3], the second
ILP model for multiple sequence alignment has
158,880 non-zeros.

4 Conclusions

Figure 3 shows a multiple alignment of the Nacetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences
from [3]: the best feasible solution to the second ILP model for multiple sequence alignment found in one hour of solver user time,
which is also the optimal solution. We have

We have reviewed current ILP models for multiple sequence alignment and presented a new
ILP for multiple sequence alignment, based on
a new ILP model for the longest common subsequence problem, that defines the same order
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AATAHAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGD-YCGKGCQNGACYT
VAATNAQTCGKQNDGMICPHNLCCSQFGYCGLGRD-YCGTGCQSGACCS
VGLVSAQRCGSQGGGGTCPALWCCSIWGWCGD-SEPYCGRTCENK-CWS
AATAQAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGD-YCGKGCQNGACWT
AATAQAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGD-YCGKGCQNGACWT
------QRCGEQGSGMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGD-YCGKGCQNGACWT
SETVKSQNCGC----A--P-NLCCSQFGYCGST-DAYCGTGCRSGPCRS
RGSAE-Q-CGRQAGDALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTVD-YCGIGCQS-QCDG
AGPAAAQNCGCQ------PN-FCCSKFGYCGTT-DAYCGDGCQSGPCRS
AGPAAAQNCGCQ------PN-VCCSKFGYCGTT-DEYCGDGCQSGPCRS
RG-S-AEQCGQQAGDALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTAD-YCGDGCQSQ-CDG
RG-S-AEQCGRQAGDALCPGGLCCSFYGWCGTTVD-YCGDGCQSQ-CDG
TGVAIAEQCGRQAGGKLCPNNLCCSQWGWCGS-TDEYCSPDHNCQSNCK
------EQCGRQAGGKLCPNNLCCSQYGWCGS-SDDYCSPSKNCQSNCK
Figure 3: Multiple sequence alignment of N-acetylglucosamine-binding protein sequences.
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Supplementary material
Multiple Sequence Alignment with Clustal Omega
Multiple sequence alignment obtained with Clustal Omega [13] of the N-acetylglucosaminebinding protein sequences from [3].
AATAHAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGK--GCQNGACYT
VAATNAQTCGKQNDGMICPHNLCCSQFGYCGLGRDYCGT--GCQSGACCS
VGLVSAQRCGSQGGGGTCPALWCCSIWGWCGDSEPYCGR--TCENKC-WS
AATAQAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGK--GCQNGACWT
AATAQAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGK--GCQNGACWT
------QRCGEQGSGMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGK--GCQNGACWT
SETVKSQ-------NCGCAPNLCCSQFGYCGSTDAYCGT--GCRSGPCRS
--RGSAEQCGRQAGDALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTVDYCGI--GCQSQCDGAGPAAAQ-------NCGCQPNFCCSKFGYCGTTDAYCGD--GCQSGPCRS
AGPAAAQ-------NCGCQPNVCCSKFGYCGTTDEYCGD--GCQSGPCRS
--RGSAEQCGQQAGDALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTADYCGD--GCQSQCDG--RGSAEQCGRQAGDALCPGGLCCSFYGWCGTTVDYCGD--GCQSQCDGTGVAIAEQCGRQAGGKLCPNNLCCSQWGWCGSTDEYCSPDHNCQSNCK-------EQCGRQAGGKLCPNNLCCSQYGWCGSSDDYCSPSKNCQSNCK--

Multiple Sequence Alignment with MUSCLE
Multiple sequence alignment obtained with MUSCLE [7] of the N-acetylglucosamine-binding
protein sequences from [3].
AATAHAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACYT
VAATNAQTCGKQNDGMICPHNLCCSQFGYCGLGRDYCGTG--CQSGACCS
VGLVSAQRCGSQGGGGTCPALWCCSIWGWCGDSEPYCGRT--CEN-KCWS
AATAQAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACWT
AATAQAQRCGEQGSNMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACWT
------QRCGEQGSGMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACWT
SETVKSQNCG-------CAPNLCCSQFGYCGSTDAYCGTG--CRSGPCRS
RGSA--EQCGRQAGDALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTVDYCGIG--CQS-QCDG
AGPAAAQNCG-------CQPNFCCSKFGYCGTTDAYCGDG--CQSGPCRS
AGPAAAQNCG-------CQPNVCCSKFGYCGTTDEYCGDG--CQSGPCRS
RGSA--EQCGQQAGDALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTADYCGDG--CQS-QCDG
RGSA--EQCGRQAGDALCPGGLCCSFYGWCGTTVDYCGDG--CQS-QCDG
TGVAIAEQCGRQAGGKLCPNNLCCSQWGWCGSTDEYCSPDHNCQS-NCK------EQCGRQAGGKLCPNNLCCSQYGWCGSSDDYCSPSKNCQS-NCK-
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Multiple Sequence Alignment with T-Coffee
Multiple sequence alignment obtained with T-Coffee [11] of the N-acetylglucosamine-binding
protein sequences from [3].
AATAHAQ------RCGE--QGS-NMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACYT
------VAATNAQTCGK--QND-GMICPHNLCCSQFGYCGLGRDYCGTG--CQSGACCS
VGLVSAQ------RCGS--QGG-GGTCPALWCCSIWGWCGDSEPYCGRT--CENKCWSAATAQAQ------RCGE--QGS-NMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACWT
AATAQAQ------RCGE--QGS-NMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACWT
------Q------RCGE--QGS-GMECPNNLCCSQYGYCGMGGDYCGKG--CQNGACWT
--------------CSETVKSQ-NCGCAPNLCCSQFGYCGSTDAYCGTG--CRSGPCRS
--RGSAE------QCGR--QAG-DALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTVDYCGIG--CQSQCDG--------------CGP--AAAQNCGCQPNFCCSKFGYCGTTDAYCGDG--CQSGPCRS
--------------CGP--AAAQNCGCQPNVCCSKFGYCGTTDEYCGDG--CQSGPCRS
--RGSAE------QCGQ--QAG-DALCPGGLCCSSYGWCGTTADYCGDG--CQSQCDG--RGSAE------QCGR--QAG-DALCPGGLCCSFYGWCGTTVDYCGDG--CQSQCDGTGVAIAE------QCGR--QAG-GKLCPNNLCCSQWGWCGSTDEYCSPDHNCQSNCK-------E------QCGR--QAG-GKLCPNNLCCSQYGWCGSSDDYCSPSKNCQSNCK--
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